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 The data on this sheet have been drafted according to the last state of the laboratory data. Technical characteristics can be changed or  
adapted. We are not responsible in case of incompleteness. Before usage, one needs to ensure that the product is suitable for its  
application. Therefore, tests are necessary. Our general conditions apply. 
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DESCRIPTION 
 
PARAPHALT LIQUID is a semi-liquid coating, applied cold, on the basis of bitumen, rubber and polymers for the 
making waterproof and renovation of roofs and guttering. 
Also adheres to wet surfaces. 
 

APPLICATION 
 
§ Sealing, protection, renovation and 

maintenance of roofing, zinc, asbestos 
cement and corrugated plates. 

§ Sealing of foundations. 
§ Corrosion-resistance for metal surfaces. 
§ Protection of piping. (Note : insulation can 

be affected by the petroleum solvents). 
§ Excellent adhesion to bituminous rolls, 

concrete, brickwork, cement, fibre cement, 
zinc, galvanised plate steel, etc 

 

PACKING 
 
can of  1 kg - 5 kg- 10 kg and 25 kg 
 
 

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE 
 
- Ready for use. 
- Apply with a paintbrush, brush, rubber squeegee 

or airless on clean, dust- and grease-free, 
preferably dry surface (two crossed coats). 

- Brush PARAPHALT LIQUID  into blisters and 
bursts (first puncture), fill with PARAPHALT re-
pair paste, and then treat the whole surface. 

- Dilute with white spirit in cold weather and for 
the first penetration coat. 

- On a very porous or very dusty surface (con-
crete, cement, etc.) first apply a coat of PA-
RAPHALT PRIMER (drying time 30 min.). 

- Sunlight can cause ageing symptoms in the sur-
face; this is prevented by, after complete drying, 
shielding the PARAPHALT LIQUID coat with a 
silver-coloured sun-reflecting finishing coat PA-
RAPHALT REFLEX 

- Clean tools with white spirit. 
 

SHELF-LIFE 
 
Min. 18 months in unopened packing.  
 

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS 
 
Contains petrol-bitumen, hydro carbonated 
solvents. Keep the container tightly closed, away 
from any ignition source. Do not pour residues 
down the drain. To be used in ventilated places. 
Keep out of reach of children. 

 
 

PROPERTIES 
 

Basis  bitumen, rubber, polymers, solvents, fibre reinforcement and adhesive additives. 
Colour black 
Consistency thick liquid 
Drying time dust-free after 5 to 8 hours dry after 24 to 36 hours depending on the coat thickness 

and ambient conditions. Can be walked on after ± 8 days, but not with heavy traffic. 
Full hardening after ± 2 to 3 weeks. Only then paint over with PARAPHALT 
REFLEX 

Solvents petroleum hydrocarbons. With use take necessary elementary precautionary mea-
sures. 

After use PARAPHALT LIQUID  is considered as not fire dangerous. (according to 
TNO) 

Flash point cc (astm d93) 42°C  
Density at 20 °C 1 g/cm³ at 20°C 
Application temperature +5°C to +30°C  
Theoretic consumption * 1st penetration coat (15% diluted) :  

0,750 L/m² 
* 2nd coat : 1,200 L/m² 
 

 
  

 


